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Kwaśniewski from 10
Kwaśniewski finally admitted, in an
interview for the leftist weekly Polityka, that
he had failed to graduate. Prior, the media in
Poland, which is controlled mostly by postCommunists and leftists, failed to report that
university authorities officially denied the
presidential candidate’s claim twice in
October and November 1995. The Solidarity
opposition sued to invalidate the election
because of the falsified affidavit. The postCommunist Supreme Court ruled against
(with merely one judge abstaining).
3. In December 1995, after he moved to the
Presidential Palace, Kwaśniewski loaned his
own apartment to a friend, Władysław
Wapiński, who was a convicted drug dealer.
Wapiński, who had also been convicted on
illegal weapon’s possession and traveling on
a false passport, later, in 2003, was
implicated in an embezzlement case
involving the procurement of state funds
($30 million) -- secured through
Kwaśniewski -- for a phony “blood deposit
laboratory” that was never built. The
president was also friendly with a number of
other unsavory characters, including Marek
Dochnal. Their mutual dealings would
surface in October 2004 when the Orlen
gasoline company scandal broke out and
Dochnal was arrested. Kwaśniewski
disavowed knowing the man, but after the
media produced a picture of the two
together in 1997, the President fell silent.
4. In March 1996, in the Białowieża Forest,
Kwaśniewski met Aleksandr Lukashenka of
Belorussia, where the former allegedly
became so intoxicated that, following the
meeting, he attempted, in full view of the
cameras, to enter his limo through the trunk.
In September 1996, Kwaśniewski was
photographed at the United Nations
wrapping himself in a Polish flag. He was
allegedly drunk again. Last but not least, in
September 1999, while attending the solemn
ceremony to commemorate the Polish
officers shot by the NKVD in the Katyń
Forest, Kwaśniewski got drunk, staggered,
mumbled, and was unable to walk by
himself. This took place in Ukraine and in
full view not only of assembled foreign
dignitaries and families of the victims, but it
was also immortalized before a number of
TV cameras. The post-Communist prime
minister Leszek Miller and the presidential
staff prevailed upon the TV crews (almost
uniformly reporting for post-Communist
controlled TV stations) not to air the
footage. The scandal was publicly
acknowledged by Kwaśniewski only after
he had left office.
5. In August 1996, Kwaśniewski issued a
temporary amnesty affidavit to a
professional Polish-American boxer,
Andrew Golota from Chicago. Golota was
wanted by the authorities for beating up
several people. This thuggish athlete kept
unsavory company in Poland with various
mafiosi. However, the boxer paid $100,000
to a “charitable” foundation controlled by
Kwaśniewski and was permitted to travel to
Poland unmolested.
6. In September 1997, during a campaign
visit to Kielce, upon landing at the local
heliport, Kwaśniewski encouraged his own
chief of staff, post-Communist Marek
Siwiec, to mock John Paul II. To the
president’s great amusement, Siwiec
descended from the presidential helicopter,
“blessed” everyone with a sign of the cross,
prostrated himself, and kissed the ground.
Kwaśniewski was so tickled that he urged
Siwiec to repeat the performance, which the
latter did, delighting everyone in the
presidential entourage. This was captured on
camera.
7. In February 1998, Kwasniewski’s image
and endorsement appeared in an ad for a
furniture company. The President argued
that he merely supported a Polish firm
competing in Asian markets. Then it turned
out that the owner of the company is
Kwaśniewski’s wife’s (the first lady’s)
brother-in-law. At this point, Kwaśniewski
denied ever having given anyone permission
to use his image and endorsement for the ad.
8. In 1998, Kwaśniewski was among several
high-ranking post-Communist officials who
acquired luxurious, municipally owned
apartments and homes for peanuts. Poland’s
President was able to pay several hundred
dollars for the property because the

municipal authorities of Warsaw (also postCommunists) charged him the pre-hyperinflationary prices of 1990. The postCommunist courts, naturally, found the
transactions to have been “in congruence
with the law.” An investigation has just been
opened in the case.
9. Throughout his tenure as president,
Kwaśniewski, covertly and overtly,
supported veterans of the Communist secret
police. Nothing was more outrageous than
when he awarded Poland’s equivalent of the
Presidential Medal of Freedom to one
Stanisław Suproniuk, a prominent torturer
from the Stalinist era. This secret
policeman’s claim to fame is that he
kidnapped a pregnant wife of a pro-Western
underground commander and shot her dead.
She was eight months pregnant at the time
of her death. Suproniuk was also involved in
many other crimes. This and similar acts
earned Kwaśniewski the sobriquet of “The
President of all the KGB-men.” The term
was coined by Jerzy Pałubicki, the head of
the toothless civilian secret services under
the Solidarity government. Pałubicki thus
challenged Kwaśniewski's claim that the
latter was “The President of all Poles.”
10. Just to provide another egregious
example of Kwaśniewski’s chumminess
with the secret police, let’s look at the
notorious Vogel case. In 1977, Piotr
Filipczyński, a.k.a. Peter Vogel, brutally
murdered an elderly lady and burned her
body to prevent detection. However, he was
caught and sentenced to jail. In 1983,
miraculously, the Communists allowed him
to leave Poland and settle in Switzerland,
where Vogel became a banker. After 1989,
Vogel appeared in Poland, where he quickly
earned a sobriquet “the accountant of the
Left.” Vogel was also involved in a number
of scams, embezzlements, and money
laundering operations, including the Orlen
gasoline case. Vogel enjoyed close ties to
the KGB's Vladimir Alganov
(Kwaśniewski’s alleged handler) and to
Poland’s Communist secret police
collaborators residing in Vienna, Andrzej
Kuna and Aleksander Zagiel, both
implicated in the Orlen case. In July 1999
Kwaśniewski initiated the process to grant
amnesty to Peter Vogel, whom he finally
pardoned in December 2005, right before
leaving office.
11. Likewise, in December 2005,
Kwaśniewski pardoned the post-Communist
deputy minister of Justice Zbigniew
Sobotka, who had warned gangsters about a
planned police operation against them.
Sobotka was convicted and sentenced to jail
but the presidential pardon freed him.
12. In March 2001, Kwaśniewski vetoed
legislation regarding property restitution.
The law would have either restored or
compensated victims (Jews and Christians)
whose private property was expropriated by
the Nazis and Communists.
13. In February 2002, Kwaśniewski signed
into law legislation cooked up by the postCommunist parliament which would prevent
the vetting of democratic Poland’s secret
service personnel to determine whether
individual officers had been Communist
secret police murderers, collaborators, and/
or agents.
14. In July 2002, it was revealed that
Kwaśniewski was privy to a massive
influence peddling scandal, the so-called
Rywin case. Lew Rywin approached the
owners and principal players in Poland’s
media on the behalf of the nebulously
defined “group which holds power” and
demanded kickbacks.
In December 2005, when a Polish TV
journalist asked Kwaśniewski to comment
on his presidency, the outgoing president
remarked: “the past ten years I will always
consider to have been the most beautiful
time in my life.” No kidding.
Kwaśniewski apparently was eager to
continue his “beautiful time” at the United
Nations. Fortunately, his scheme came to
naught.
Marek Jan Chodakiewicz is academic dean
and professor of history at the Institute of
World Politics in Washington, D.C. He was
formerly assistant professor of history of the
Kościuszko Chair in Polish Studies at the
Miller Center of Public Affairs, University
of Virginia. He has authored numerous
works in both Polish and English. ❒

Chopin’s Bicentennial from 7

Rusinek from 4

World War II. The Nazis banned public
performances of Chopin and destroyed
Warsaw's main monument to the composer,
a sculpture of a windswept Chopin seated
under a tree, which was erected in 1926 at
the entrance to Lazieńki Park.
Rebuilt after the war, it now bears a verse
from the poet Adam Mickiewicz that sums
up Chopinian symbolism: “Flames will
consume our painted history/Swordwielding thieves will plunder our treasures/
The song will be saved.”
“For my generation, brought up behind the
Iron Curtain, Chopin was always a part of
our life,” Strugała said. “We were moved,
moved to tears. But his music was also used
for propaganda - his funeral march was
played at all the funerals of Communist-era
VIPs.”
Today, Chopin and his image are
ubiquitous. His distinctive profile and long
wavy hair are familiar icons, and his works
are constants on the concert stage and
airwaves, such a part of the local fabric that
Polish jazz musicians sometimes improvise
on Chopin themes.
Chopin monuments exist in a score of
towns around the country, and Warsaw’s
international airport is named after the
composer; a portrait bust greets passengers
at the main departures hall.

consulting her husband, she brought the
baby home, provided her with live-saving
medical care and adopted her. Given the
same choice, I wonder if Ms Ball would do
the same!
Ms Ball seems to have a problem with
anything that has to do with children.
As I close, with my Polish heritage, I am
deeply concerned over the latest antics by
Russia with regard to the nations that once
were the slave states of the Soviet Union.
Do you think for a moment that Obama in
the White House will be as concerned over
Poland as McCain when push comes to
shove?
Finally, Obama wants to diminish our
Military and Police forces to direct funds
into other channels. For the terrorists this
will be an invitation to strike us and to strike
us very hard. This time it may be our turn
because we are the most destructive
opportunity for the terrorists.
Visualize an unobtrusive freighter off our
West Coast, it comes within a few miles of
our shore and detonates a nuclear bomb. All
of our cities to the mountains will disappear.
The prevailing winds, from West to East,
will carry the radiation across half the
country and cause untold horror.
This is not about Obama, Biden, McCain
or Palin. This is about us! Yes, Us! Think
when you vote! ❒

** (Editor’s note - filmmaker Marian
Marzyński directed the extremely
controversial film SHTETL, which had a
three part showing on major TV stations
across the US. SHTETL was not very
complimentary to the poor, elderly citizens
of Brańsk.). ❒
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